Regulation of fibrinogen assembly. Transfection of Hep G2 cells with B beta cDNA specifically enhances synthesis of the three component chains of fibrinogen.
Previous studies indicated that synthesis of B beta chain may be a rate-limiting factor in the production of human fibrinogen since Hep G2 cells contain surplus pools of A alpha and gamma but not of B beta chains, and fibrinogen assembly commences by the addition of preformed A alpha and gamma chains to nascent B beta chains attached to polysomes. To test whether B beta chain synthesis is rate limiting Hep G2 cells were transfected with B beta cDNA, and its effect on fibrinogen synthesis and secretion was measured. Two sets of stable B beta cDNA-transfected Hep G2 cells were prepared, and both cell lines synthesized 3-fold more B beta chains than control cells. The B beta-transfected cells also synthesized and secreted increased amounts of fibrinogen. Transfection with B beta cDNA not only increased the synthesis of B beta chain but also increased the rate of synthesis of the other two component chains of fibrinogen and maintained surplus intracellular pools of A alpha and gamma chains. Transfection with B beta cDNA did not affect the synthesis of albumin, transferrin, or anti-chymotrypsin and had a small inhibitory effect on the synthesis of C-reactive protein. Taken together these studies demonstrate that increased B beta chain synthesis specifically causes increased production of the other two component chains of fibrinogen and that unequal and surplus amounts of A alpha and gamma chains are maintained intracellularly.